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constitutional crisis anyhow by the 19403, even if the last
National Assembly of the Third Republic had not cut short
its own life by self-immolation in 1940,
The history of the Fourth Republic between 1946 and 1952
was the record of an uphill struggle to re-establish republican
parliamentary institutions without relapsing to the latter-day
defects of the Third. It certainly had by no means succeeded
by 1952: yet its record, like that of the Third, showed that it
had certain hidden sources of strength. It had kept at bay
the growth of Communism, without any help from the anti-
parliamentary forces of Gaullism. It had presided over the
economic recovery of France after extreme impoverishment
and dislocation during the war. It had shown a capacity for
survival which confounded its most severe critics and surprised
even its friends. If its fate were only to repeat, in still further
detail, the achievements of the Third Republic, would that
be, after all, so negative a result? Thomas Kernan, an American
who severely criticized the Third Republic, paid it a tribute
with which this discussion may fairly end.
France under the Third Republic invested Western culture with
a great and generous tradition. She gave us the paintings of Manet,
Monet, Van Gogh; the books of Anatole France and Rostand; the
music of Ravel and Debussy; the thought of Bergson, Poincare*,
Marie Curie. Long after the moment of recrimination is past the
world will remember these. There are, too, the unforgettable small
and tender things that were part of her face. I think of the village
fetes on the i4th July, the little schools, the wit which bubbled in
the bistro. France of the Third Republic gave to all men the right
to live, to work, to love, and to laugh. Her warm-hearted humanity
opened the gates to the oppressed and plundered of all nations.
When the balance-sheet is drawn in the annals of peoples this may
not seem a negligible tribute.l
1 Thomas Kernan: Report m France (1942), p. 191.

